donate today!

september 2012 News Update
Bringing comfort to those who are suffering.

September 24, 2011

The Healing Messages Booklets are being used!
We have received a wonderful message from a patient at Sibley
Memorial Hospital thanking us for our Gift Package and sharing the
poem she wrote in our Healing Messages booklet with us.

“Thank you, and your friend, for the beautiful book of poetry (that

I have read and re-read) and the journal. Humanity is expressed in
small acts of human interaction, compassion, and kindness, not just
in outpourings of emotion on occasions of remembrance.
It is comforting and inspiring to know that there are people of
sensibilities and sensitivity, and compassion.

Alas, they are not in my daily mini-world!
I remain home and sick. Hope to be well enough for an infusion on
Thursday (one week later than initially scheduled).
My sincere thanks to you and your friend for your life-affirming
kindness and compassion.”

On a day
to remember
and not forget
we revert
to self, to patterns set.

Seconds only
needed to greet
and be a friend,
knowing time
is not without end.

We are flawed
in existences
(without hope),
still rushing
lives of limited scope.

(Ten years after
complacency’s
cataclysm,
actions without
memory’s prism.)

No time to spare
to communicate
more than pretense
(in short bursts,
without context).

Commentary
on our time
or just my world?
(Time for flagging
emotions unfurled.)

Despite lives lost,
a world in shock,
mourning found —
time’s still short,
we’re inward bound

Schedules in hand,
self interested
to do lists made...
surrender all
(there’s nothing to save).

September 21, 2011

Light of Healing Hope gift packages donated to the
Alzheimer’s Drug Discovery Foundation’s event
Hope on the Horizon
LHHF was delighted to donate our gift packages containing Healing
Messages booklets with the Healing Light, Heavenly Order, and Beloved
Spirit books to the Alzheimer’s Drug Discovery Foundation for their
Luncheon and Symposium event Hope on the Horizon in New York City
on September 21, 2011.

“ [these gifts] …bring a universal
message of inspiration…”
Alzheimers Drug Discovery Foundation
Hope on the Horizon
Second Annual Fall Luncheon and Symposium

September 12, 2011

September 12, 2011

We are delighted to inform you that our Light of Healing Hope
Foundation has been accepted by PayPal as a non-profit organization
and we can now receive donations through our donate page on our
website http://www.lightofhealinghope.org/donate

We have created a Facebook page to share our efforts with a larger
community. For those of you on Facebook please “Like” our Light of
Healing Hope Foundation page to spread the word. https://www.facebook.
com/pages/Light-of-Healing-Hope-Foundation/113921358714616

Donations through PAYPAL now accepted!

LHHF now on Facebook!

